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The two methods of wave damping equation which provide a physicd interpretation to Dorrestein equation 
for wave damping by surface active materials have been plaoed close to each other. 
The effect of surface active agents on the damping of waves and ripplea was known for a very long 
time and Pliny the Elder was able to calm the turbulent waters by poming oil on the surface of the sea. 
Lamb1 wae able to treat the problem theoretidy, but he assumed that the horizontal motion of the wave was 
annulled to zero by the presence of su~faoe active agents a ptwi. Domestein2 made the first direct approach 
to solving the problem theoretically by deriving a damping equation for the preeence of surface active 
agents. LevichS also gives a direct approach using a mass balance equation for the iilm moleoules. The 
purpose of this paper is to juxtapose the two meth* of the wave damping equation which then provides 
a physid interpretation to the Damestein equation for wave damping by surface active materials. 
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M E T H O D  
At lul interhoe, whioh is oonta,minated, the boundary oonditiona are unaltered exwpt for the 
mtinnity of the &em stresses. It is found that T + Pt = TI, where T and TI, are the tangential 
v- et- for the two p h e a  forming the interfm. In the damping of wavee by f b a  Dafiestain 
, that is the rate of o h g e  of slar per unit area is equal to the obtained the equation 2 y = -
at 
1 dA 1 ar 417, 
---- ~patial rate of change of the d t y  parallel to the m e .  By debition, 
- c,-l dr - ; 
is the dampiug equation obtained by Domtein and inoorpoxatea the efFebt of the fikn through 0 3 ,  
the eurrfaae oompreasional modulus of the fh. 
The Levioh spproaoh nseg the usual hydrodynamio equations for wave motion and the maas W o e  
equation of the film mol&. 
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Let us ooasider the a s s  balance equation of t  he film molecules. In tho &oat general form it is given as 
In this partioular problem, the film is insoluble, so that J ,  =: 0. The dietribution of film molecules ia 
envisagod as stioking to the underlying liquid and moving with it. 
With the above oonsiderations in mind the mass balance equation beoomes 
a% * + div ( j  surf) = 0. That is -- + div ( N ,  U,) = 0. 
at at 
aN8 + N, div (U..) = 0 , analogous to the equation of continuity in fluid flow. or -
at 
The surfam tension y is a Euaotion of the adace  concentration of film molecules N,, therefore 
y = (N89, 
so that ay dy ,IZN, - =- -
'it dNS' at 
(EN* substituting for -
at , from above we get 
9-  -- 
at . N, div ((0,) . aN8 
By definition 
where A is the area available per molecule, therefore, 
Therefore dr - at = c,-1 aiv (U,). 
This is the ssme equation obtained by Dofiestein following the motion of the surfwe. This 
implies that the Dormst& equation, in effeot ia a mma b b o e  equation far the f&n moleoules. 
C O N C L U S I O N S  
The Dorresteis damping eqwtim is indeed a ~imple quation as oppased to the gmeral equation of maw 
balance above. However, engineers are more familiar with mass balanoe equations and should find this 
paper very d, espmially in reoent years, einoe they & co~wmed with the effeot of surfam h s  on 
liquid flow8 to a ooneiderable extent. , 
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